ALL-NEW TRILOGY OF MYSTERY AND SUSPENSE!
OKAY, TIME TO RECORD THIS FOR POSTERITY...

THIS IS PAULA PERILLO, REPORTING FROM THE TRAIL OF A NEW EXCLUSIVE!

TODAY I'M VISITING DARK HOLLOW, THE LEGENDARY BANK ROBBER HIDEOUT. HERE THE TOOMEY GANG WOULD HOLE UP AFTER EACH BANK ROBBERY, PLANNING THEIR NEXT JOB.

THEY THOUGHT IT WAS FOOL-PROOF, BUT SOMEONE WAS FOLLOWING THEM. TEN YEARS AGO, AFTER PULLING THE BIGGEST HEIST OF THEIR CAREER, THEY CAME HERE TO COUNT THEIR MONEY. THEY WERE NEVER SEEN ALIVE AGAIN -- AND THE MONEY WAS NEVER FOUND!

THREE DAYS AGO, THE ESTATE OF THE TOOMEY FAMILY WAS AUCTIONED OFF. I JUST HAPPENED TO FIND THIS LITTLE ITEM IN A SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX.

MY HUNCH IS THERE'S A HIDDEN ROOM SOMEWHERE IN THIS CABIN!

-“UGH!” - THIS IS HARDER THAN IT LOOKS! GOT TO KEEP WORKING! THE ONLY PLACE THERE COULD BE A HIDDEN DOOR IS UNDER THE FLOORBOARDS.....

CRACK!

BINGO! THIS CABIN DOES HAVE A SECRET CELLAR -- AND A Hiding place FOR THE SECRETS OF THE TOOMEY GANG!
PAULA DESCENDS INTO THE SECRET ROOM...

THIS WAS IT...THE GANG'S HEADQUARTERS! EVERYTHING WAS STORED DOWN HERE THEY NEEDED FOR THEIR ROBBERIES. THE POLICE NEVER FOUND THIS!

I'LL PROP THE CAMERA HERE, SO I CAN FILM EVERYTHING.

IT'S PAULA AGAIN - I FOUND A SECRET BASEMENT HERE BENEATH THE CABIN.

IT CONTAINS THE GANG'S WEIST PLANS, MASKS, AND GUNS. THEY GOT AWAY WITH OVER TWO MILLION DOLLARS, AND IT'S ALL HERE!

THIS IS GOING TO MAKE ALL THE PAPERS, I'VE GOT TO CALL THE POLICE!

YOU LIKE TALKING TO YOURSELF, SWEETHEART?
Paula’s wakes slowly, her head pounding.

"Unnnnh... What... what happened...?"

I knew following you might lead to Toomey’s stash, but never thought it would give me the extra bonus of capturing the D.A.’s pretty young daughter!

The video camera! He hasn’t seen it. Got to keep him talking...

I don’t understand. Who are you? What do you want with me?

You think Toomey and his men did it all on his own?

Millions stolen from the state’s biggest banks—without someone on the inside?

I arranged it all—every single heist! As vice president of National Bank, I knew the codes and routes days in advance. I helped them on every job.

That is, until they decided to skip town with my cut.

Your meddling daddy frizzed all of the bank’s assets, leaving me with nothing the past ten years.

Wha—AAAAAAHHH!!

I’ll start by silencing the meddling snoop—who knows too much...

...then get payback for what he did to me!

AAAAAHHH!!

AAAAAHHH!!!

AAAAAHHHHH!!!
FULL LENGTH ADVENTURES!

TRAIL OF THE DEADLY DIAMONDS
Paula’s first full color GRAPHIC NOVEL!
With the help of Rio, a long-time friend and informant, Paula uncovers the operations of a corrupt diamond smuggler, only to find herself the target of a series of villainous death traps. 48 pages. $19.95.

THE SECRET ISLAND
Paula goes undercover to investigate the top-secret laboratories of Savage Industries, only to find herself pursued by a sinister scientist with a diabolical plan and a mysterious formula of unimaginable power. 48 pages. $19.95

READ THE ENTIRE COLLECTION!
The world’s sexiest investigative reporter comes to life in the peril-packed series from creator James Watson and numerous talented artists: New comics are now FULL COLOR and can be downloaded easily to read at home. Paula “Peril” Perillo takes on the toughest stories, falling prey to organized crime and supernatural villains as she exposes evil.

FULL COLOR COMICS - FOR DOWNLOAD
www.paulaperiladventures.com